Abstract-The paper addresses a crucial point in ultra-wideband (UWB) radio wave propagation, which is the spatial-temporal resolution of scattering objects into multiple frequency-dependent scattering centers. The effect contributes to the widely observed temporal dispersion of pulse-shaped transmit signals and their distortion, respectively. Particularly the latter is explained by (multiple) diffraction of the incident wave, leading to (multiple) band-limited impulse responses with characteristic frequency content, which in turn causes signal distortion and a degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio in a correlation receiver. We presented a new approach on UWB propagation modeling and optimum design of correlation receivers.
I. INTRODUCTION
U LTRA-WIDEBAND (UWB) system has received attention in transient electromagnetics [1] , [2] and radar target identification [3] , [4] . FCC rulings in February 2002 will accelerate the development of UWB technology. Frequency-dependent dispersive effects are usually of little or no concern in narrowband receiver design, because the characteristics of receiver elements are essentially flat over small bandwidths [5] , [6] . The UWB signals, with wide relative bandwidths, present a different scenario; signal components at the low and high bounds of signal bandwidth will likely be processed with different fidelity, dispersion, and loss [4] . The UWB signal structure impacts receiver design because bandwidths depend on signal rise times instead of duration. The UWB signal may be viewed on a single-pulse basis, or as part of a string of pulses with specific intra-pulse spacing. Both situations need analysis and justify the study of this work because they impact the UWB receiver design.
Each path in a multipath channel will have its own impulse response (IR) or frequency transfer characteristic [5] , [6] . The frequency independence assumption is implied in the Turin model widely adopted in wireless communications []. However, this assumption is not true for a UWB wireless system [7] , [8] , being modeled as analogous to the radar target identification [9] - [13] . The fundamental difference between a narrowband and UWB multipath model is that in the UWB model each path will have its own IR or frequency transfer characteristics that is frequency dependent. Therefore, there is a need to consider UWB signal distortion, which will depend on the UWB channel propagation model. Our interest in UWB system originated from the UWB radar target identification [12] , [23] . Due to the potential of UWB wireless communications, we pioneered the study in this area in early 1990s. The work under the context of UWB wireless communications was first reported in middle 1990s [23] - [27] and later collectively reported in [8] . These investigations were pursued to understand the physics behind spatial-temporal resolution of scattering objects into multiple frequency-dependent scattering centers. The associated signal processing algorithms based on then relatively novel super-resolution were also thoroughly studied. Similar efforts in underwater acoustics were made in . Starting since late 1990s the author has been investigating the impact of these mechanisms on optimum design of UWB receiver. Part of results were reported in [7] . The contribution of this work first recorded in [] lies mainly in three aspects. First, we extend the methodology of the ultra-wideband electromagnetics. Secondly, a generalized version of the matrix pencil method is obtained to improve the overall performance of our methodology. The generalized version of our method is more convenient and stable, especially for noisy environment. Thirdly, the impact of the UWB signal distortion on a correlation receiver is formulated and calculated. We find that (multiple) diffraction distorts the UWB signal significantly and, thus, leads to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degradation at a correlation receiver output.
II. FORMULATION

A. Deterministic Propagation Channel Model
For simplicity, we assume the total fields are dominated by the scattered fields in this work. The frequency-domain scattered fields can be formulated as [12] (1)
where is any scattering field component of an orthogonal coordinate system (polarization), is the angular frequency, is the complex and frequency-dependent amplitude of the th scattering center depending on the scattering mechanism, is the far-field position, is the time delay between the observer and the th scattering center. The time dependence and the are dropped for convenience throughout. includes phase but excludes the relative phase due to propagation from one scattering center to another. Via (2) as function of frequency can be used to define the IR or transfer function of each path. Equation (1) is similar to the Altes' generalized scattering center model [12] . The radar cross section (RCS) can be defined using the scattering fields in (1) . In (1), we identify the scattering mechanisms of interest by their associated locations in the time domain (or the ray arrival delay in the bandlimited IR).
The scattering center model of (1) allows for frequency-domain decomposition of the original scattered fields or RCS. When swept frequency field or RCS data are measured or calculated using a computer code, we can extract the frequencydomain response of a particular scattering mechanism known to exist on an object. The time-domain response (the inverse Fourier transform or IFT of the frequency-domain data) leads to an implicit decomposition of the object into a finite number of responses. If individual scattering centers are isolated and well separated in (1), using an appropriate extraction approach, each mechanism in (1) can be treated and studied independently in both the time and frequency domains. The frequency-domain component of the term in the model is associated with its time-domain response of interest by the Fourier transform. This can be helpful for understanding the contribution of a specific mechanism, e.g., diffraction around a street corner, edge diffraction around a building, in both the time and frequency domains.
B. Multiple Diffractions
As shown in Fig. 1 , we consider the polygonal objects that are commonly encountered in a wireless propagation. Following [17] , we model the polygon in Fig. 1 using a thin sheet with two edges, each of which behaves like that on a half-plane.
The range of applicability of multiple edge diffracted GTD and the corresponding time-domain solutions can be extended to lower frequencies by including the higher order multiple diffractions in terms of wavenumber . The multiple interaction between parallel edges separated by a plane surface segment on a two-dimensional perfectly conducting scatterer are studied using total field numerically obtained by the method of moments (MOMs). In [17] , a diffraction event is treated as if it occurred at an isolated infinite wedge that models the local configuration. The isolated infinite wedge is a canonical configuration for wireless propagation. It can be used to model numerous objects like buildings and hills, etc., in the urban and rural areas. Thus, this work can help understand the complicated interaction mechanisms between infinite wedges commonly encountered in wireless propagation. Unlike [17] , we did not treat the infinite wedges as if the diffraction event is isolated. We treated all the multiple diffractions together and decompose the total field into several leading terms, using the scattering center model. Then we numerically extract those terms using the MOM calculated data. The advantage is that we can obtain the real frequency dependency and time delay of each scattering center. We can compare those results with the ones obtained based on the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) approximation and understand what are the leading mechanisms to reconstruct the original data. In the following numerical results, in most cases, we have found that the edges can be treated isolated for lower terms as will be confirmed by the frequency dependence of each scattering center.
C. Deterministic Channel Transfer Function and its Band-Limited IR
The channel IR is often used to study the multipath propagation. Considering an impulsive plane wave illuminating a linear scatterer (or object), the transient scattered field is defined to be the IR and via the Fourier transform, is automatically defined in the frequency domain by its transfer function . The normalized transfer function can be defined by the frequency domain scattered fields obtained in the far field of the object or scatterer. Following [4] , we define the related to the scattered field as
for 2-D objects (2b) where and are the distance from the scatterer to the observation point in the three-dimensional and two-dimensional coordinate system, and and are unit polarization vectors of the indicent scattered fields. We have used (2) to obtain the transfer function of the flat strip shown in Fig. 1 , through the scattered field data calculated by the MOMs, a high-accurate full-wave approach. Besides the complex transfer function can be measured using the frequency-domain channel sounder, e.g., [6] . The UWB measurement is reported in [16] .
D. Deterministic Multipath Model
A lot of attempts were made to model the propagation deterministically. Following the GTD theory, in (1) we consider a special form of . Then, we have reached a multipath channel in the frequency domain
where is the total number of the scattered signals (multipath) and is a reference frequency (e.g., the carrier or central frequency). For one individual signal (path) we model it using three parameters , i.e., complex amplitude, path delay time and frequency dependence . Frequency dependencies of common structures have been listed in [1] , [2] , [7] , [8] , [17] , and [18] . In time domain in a heuristic approach, we suggest a generalized multipath model for UWB radio propagation
where is a channel parameter that characterizes UWB signal distortion.
is Heaviside function. Given an arbitrary parameter there is no simple Fourier transform for (3a). In practice, may be modeled as a random variable whose statistics needs measurements. The underlying principle will be explained in Section II-G. When reduces to zeros for all paths, (3) becomes (4) where is the IR of the wireless channel around its central frequency . This is the renowned Turin model widely accepted in wireless channel modeling. From (4) we observed each considered ray path is independent of frequency. This is true only when the evaluated complex transfer function and all parameters determined thereof are valid only in the vicinity of the central frequency . The reason is that scattering and diffraction are strongly frequency dependent, as is well known in electromagetics. We saw the mathematical equivalence between the Turin's multipath model and the scattering center model (ideal point scatter centers) in (4). Thus, (1) or (3) is called the scattering center model generalized to include the scattering and diffraction mechanisms.
E. Mechanism Extraction Approach
One simple nature approach to extract the scattering mechanisms [9] - [13] such as and in (5) was to transform the swept frequency signature into the time domain using the windowed IFT [9] . The frequency-domain signature of each individual scattering center, e.g., or , was obtained using a time gating window around the desired transformed scattering center and then transforming back into the frequency domain. It was similar to traditional filtering through windowing. Due to its insufficient resolution, sometimes the IFT method of extraction would not work in the case that the two mechanisms are too closely located.
An alternative approach is to extract and using the model-based approaches [10] - [13] . Here, we will use the Pencil Matrix Method, a super-resolution algorithm, suggested in our previous work [12] for target identification. We must notice that there are two types of errors arising from the mechanism extraction. The first is the model error, which represents the difference between the real channel parameter model like (5) and the underlying parametric model implicitly assumed by the spectral analysis methods such as Periodgram, Eigenvector, MUSIC, Pisarenko, ML (Capon), AR, and Minimum-Norm methods (e.g., [19] ).
F. Multiple Edge Diffractions for a Canonical Configuration-Flat Strip
For validation purpose, a perfectly conducting flat strip shown in Fig. 2 is considered with an incidence of plane wave. We extract collocated scattering centers from one another using the accurately calculated data obtained by the standard MOMs. Taking into account the multiple diffractions up to the quadruple edge diffraction, we decompose the total transfer function into a number of terms representing a progressive series of rays (5) where is the wavenumber in free space defined as ( is light speed), is the strip width, and is the angle of incidence. The original field data are now represented as a sum of six terms in the frequency domain. These six terms corresponds to two direct scattering centers similar to single wedge diffractions and four indirect ones caused by multiple diffractions. In the time domain, the decomposed six terms display themselves as six arrivals of paths or called six fingers in the RAKE receiver used in wideband code-division multiple-access (WCDMA), the next generation wireless system of, e.g., [14] .
As confirmed numerically later, we can model the indirect terms by multiplying the frequency dependence of all the encountered scattering mechanisms. and due to single edge diffraction have frequency dependence of and arrive at time delay (edge 2) and (edge 1). This places (the phase reference point) at the center of the flat strip.
is due to two almost simultaneous double diffractions (from edge 1 to edge 2 and from edge 2 to edge 1) and, thus, of and arrives at time delay . is due to one triple diffraction (from consecutive edges 2-1-2) and, thus, of and arrives at time delay . is due to one triple diffraction (from consecutive edges 1-2-1) and, thus, of and arrives at time delay . is due to two almost simultaneous quadruple diffractions (from consecutive edges 2-1-2-1 and 1-2-1-2) and, thus, of and arrives at time delay . A lot of approaches can be used to decompose the total scattered field into spectra for the individual mechanisms [9] . All these approaches [7] - [13] use the same idea of relative time delay between the various scattering centers to isolate one mechanism from another. The relative time delay is contained in the relative phase for each scattering center and it is related to its physical location on the scattering object. The individual mechanisms are a unique character relative to one another though they acts as a function of frequency for fixed aspect angle [9] .
For the flat strip shown in Fig. 2 , for the first terms of the complex amplitudes we have closed forms based on GTD theory available [18] for transveral electric (TE) incidence (6) For transverse magnetic (TM) incidence, we have (7) where is the amplitude of the incident field and denotes time delay traveling the distance from the center of the strip to the observer. While primary effects predominate, multiple reflected or diffracted fields may be important for some certain scatterer configurations [17] . The resulting hierarchy of ray fields can be conveniently ordered using its frequency dependence on the asymptotically wavenumber . Often the higher order diffractions corresponding to weaker contributions arrive with longer time delays.
In some measurements (e.g., [12] ), arrival times of signals from scattering centers of a flat plate were found not to correspond to the geometrical properties of the measurement set-up assuming signal propagation velocity of light in vacuum, but rather suggesting surface waves with group velocities as low as 60% of the traveling wave velocity in vacuum. This dramatic reduction of speed can be explained by the influence of the conducting surface. Additionally, the thin layer of aluminum oxide at the top of the surface can slow the wave down. From the example of canonical structure we understand accurate modeling scattering centers is difficult. Rather this insight gained from this example justifies the additional work on topics such as rough surface, to examine the physics behind these effects and the impact on the optimum design of a UWB receiver.
G. IR of Scattering Center
Section II-F gives the transfer function of each path or scattering center. To gain more insights, the IR of each path is also needed. Consider a sufficiently generalized waveform at wavefront or as (8) where is time independent, , and is the position of the scattering center ( is the distance). The corresponding asymptotic time-harmonic field behaves as (9) where and is the Gamma function [1] . The field behavior near is related to the time-harmonic behavior for as shown in (8) and (9) . If , where is independent of , the corresponding time-dependent field is . This is the case for narrowband wireless system. For a UWB case (e.g., the first-order edge diffraction in Fig. 2 ) of with , ignoring constant amplitude, a pair of fields behaves as or (10) where is the Heaviside step function. For a given pulse shape , the response of each path results from the convolution of the IR function with the pulse shape , i.e.,
. Thus, for a given scattering center, its IR and transfer function provide insights into the radio channel that has fundamental impact on the wireless system.
Finally, combining (8) and (9) with (6) and (7) leads to closed-form time-domain IR including terms due to high-order diffractions.
H. Impact of Frequency Dependence on Wireless System
A good example of the applications of the theoretical work is to understand the UWB correlation detection receiver. The principle of the UWB correlator as used in [4] is based on the correlation , the convolution of the received diffracted signal with the locally generated reference , i.e., . Notice that . For narrowband correlation receiver, since is virtually a Dirac function. In the narrowband case, the is frequency independent, i.e., , but for a UWB correlator, the received signal is typically distorted version of . Based on matched filter principle well established in communications detection theory, the fact that the output of gives optimum reception when . This is true for narrowband case. However, this correlation receiver is not optimum anymore for UWB since the transmitted signal is distorted by scattering centers characterized by . As an example, we use a Gaussian envelop to obtain a closed form time-domain waveform diffracted by a half plane (11) where is the width of incident pulse, is the center frequency, is the bandwidth factor.
is assumed here. and are the highest frequency and lowest frequency, respectively. Equation (11) is valid for where is the spatial frequency argument. The formed distortion of the edge-wave UWB wireless pulse can be regarded as the change of its phase structure, as shown in UWB radar [3] . The high-frequency pulse fill-in is shifted by the edge diffraction by relative to the envelope. Also, the high-frequency pulse fill-in receives a new linearly changing term, . This new term is equivalent to reduction of frequency by a factor of . For , the reduction reaches 6%. Another obser- = 15 ) vation is that the half-plane edge diffraction leads to a time-scale transformation of the high-frequency fill-in. The envelope of the signal's complex model, which is true if the signal has a moderate bandwidth, is not related to this time-scale conversion of the edge wave.
From (11), we find the half plane edge diffraction can change the overall waveform of the incident signal upon the half-plane edge, although the envelope of the incident signal waveform is not affected. For a traditional narrowband wireless system, this may not be critical since the bandwidth factor is very small. For a UWB wireless system, is comparable with one. This effect will be critical to a UWB wireless system that typically uses the waveform communication, such as pulse-position modulation (PPM), see, e.g., [15] and [16] . Detailed study of this issue will be reported elsewhere. 
III. RESULTS
In our studied case, the channel is a free space plus the scatterer modeled by a strip. The scattering field data was calculated using the MOM for the equally spaced frequencies ,
. For more accuracy, we have used 50 basis functions per wavelength in MOM. We assume the transmitted signal carrier frequency is larger than the bandwidth. The starting frequency is and the fixed frequency step is . The total bandwidth is . The relative bandwidth is defined as the fraction of the carrier frequency . Throughout the plots, we assumed the starting frequency is 2 GHz (wavelength cm) corresponding to wireless PCS band and GHz. We used and, thus, the band is 2-2.67 GHz, i.e., 33 %. This belongs to a UWB range. We chose this wavelength for convenience. For the dimensionless width , we have meters. The normalized frequency in the complex pole plane is , where . A pole is described by where is a damping factor and is the normalized frequency. For the first two single diffraction terms of the TM case, the second term is always stronger than the first term for all angles of incidence, as expected from (7). This is contrary for TE case, following (6) . As a matter of fact, for TM case, for any where while for TE case for any . For the fourth and the fifth terms, we have for TM case while for TE case. For , dB. Thus, for the second (fifth) scattering center is 11.44 dB stronger than the first (fourth) one for TM, while for TE the second scattering center is 11.44 dB weaker than the first one. This has been confirmed in Figs. 3 and 4. For the TM double diffractions, from (7) we obtain where . For , dB. Consider an example with a strip of width and, thus, dB, where subscript " " denotes the central wavelength of the bandwidth… This value is a little larger than the one obtained from the difference between the second scattering center and the third one as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 .
For the TM triple diffractions, from (7) we have . For a strip of width and and, thus, dB. It seems that the GTD theory overestimates the triple diffractions. In general, the fourth scatter center is around 50 dB weaker than the second one. All amtitudes are normalized relative to the largest among them (for the flat strip this value belongs to the second scattering center). However, we find the fifth scattering center is around 11 dB below than the fourth one, as expected by GTD theory dB described above. For the quadruple diffraction in Figs. 3 and 4, i. e., the sixth term in (4). It is very weak, about 75 dB below the strongest scattering center. If the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) were used, this term could not be readily resolved.
Unfortunately, for TE incidence the higher order multiple diffractions are too weak to extract using the present approach as shown in Fig. 5 since the frequency dependence for higher order terms is too high. From Figs. Figs. 3-5 and Table I , we found that the ray arrival delays are in extremely good agreement with those predicted by GTD. The ray frequency dependence for lower order diffractions or smaller angles is better extracted, as expected.
To verify the validity of the proposed methodology, as a test case we use a known channel transfer function given by where , , . Fig. 6 gives the estimation of two scattering centers: 1) timing or delay of scattering centers; 2) the frequency dependency; 3) the variance of timing estimation versus Cramer-Rao bound; and 4) the frequency dependency estimation versus Cramer-Rao bound. A total of samples are used. The two scattering centers are placed very close to test the resolution of the algorithm. From Fig. 6 , we observe that the estimation of delay is accurate up to a SNR of around 10 dB. For the estimation of frequency dependency, this value is around 20 dB. Fig. 7(a)-(c) gives the performance of our new algorithm with short measurement bandwidth or short length of data samples. Our algorithm can work for very short data samples under reasonable SNRs. We considered three cases: 1) , 20 dB; 2) , 15 dB; and 3) , 20 dB. The real poles were marked with " " in the plots. From Table I and Fig. 7(a)-(c) , we can get a feeling how the pole extraction affects the channel model parameters. We must be aware of the difference between the model error and the mechanisms extraction error (Section II-E). The former is basically the physics related problem. In Figs. 8 and 9 , we observed that the channel parameter extraction error happened due to the model error, even in the absence of the additive channel noise. In general, the model error can be modeled as "colored noise." The latter is a purely nonphysics related "signal processing" problem. A lot of tradeoff studies can be done to pick an optimum algorithm for a specific environment. This is the motivation of Figs. 8 and 9 .
In Figs. 8 and 9 , we show the estimates of the rays, respectively, using the covariance function estimates and the highorder spectrum analysis [20] , [21] . Based on these estimates we used the seven spectrum analysis approaches including Periodgram, Eigenvector, MUSIC, Pisarenko, ML (Capon), AR and Minimum-Norm methods [20] . We used parameters: , , , . A main observation is that spurious rays appear in the high-order spectrum analysis (Fig. 9 ) while no spurious rays appear in the case of the covariance function estimate (Fig. 8 ) except for the Eigenvector method. A reason for this might be due to the model error. The model error is given by the difference between underlying models used by the seven methods and the realistic signals given in, e.g., (5) . To gain insight, only two rays are assumed in the realistic signals while the model order was set as three to test the methods. In addition to model noise, no noise was added. In some cases such as in the colored noise, the high-order spectrum analysis based methods will not see the spurious signals while the using the covariance function estimates based methods will see the spurious poles displayed by colored noise.
From (5) to (7), we find the relative strengths of individual fingers mainly depends on the angle of incidence at the strip (or building edges) in addition to some other factors. If we know a specific distance d at which the observation is taken and the speed of vehicle , from (5)- (7) we can figure out how fast the delays between different fingers and associated relative strengths vary a function of vehicle speed, angle, and distance. Without the proposed model, the relative delays between different fingers are readily derived intuitively through the geometric relations, but the relative strengths are difficult to guess about. The multipath substructure is valuable in RAKE receiver design such as functions of the path searcher and finger management.
Although (11) gives closed-form time-domain waveform with Gaussian incidence at half-plane edge [ in (8) and (9)], in generic the time-domain waveform has no explicit solution for any . So numerical integral has been used to obtain such a solution. In Fig. 10(a) , UWB pulse distortion occurs at a scattering center due to diffraction. The diffracted signal is illustrated as a function of diffraction type. Parameter defined in (9) characterizes the nature of a scattering center [1] , [2] . Fig. 10(b) shows SNR degradation due to diffraction as a function of parameter . SNR is defined at the correlator output, as done in [15] , [16] . We find that diffraction distorts the UWB signal significantly and, thus, leads to SNR degradation at a correlator output. This degradation will has considerable impact on the wireless system since the correlation detector is used in almost all the practical wireless systems. The reason for this SNR degradation is as follows: a correlator detects the similarity of the received signal and the locally generated reference . The correlator outputs the optimum SNR when these two signals are identical in shape. The SNR decreases when two signal shapes become different from each other.
IV. CONCLUSION
The UWB wireless signal's reception, detection, and processing requires a fundamentally different approach from narrowband signals. The UWB pulse is not a long duration, sinusoidal signal as in narrowband case. The UWB wireless per pulse parameters are of prime importance and have time scales of picoseconds or nanoseconds. The UWB receiver design requires a ground approach starting with the receiver's function which may include detection and/or preservation of the waveform [4] . The receiver design must consider frequency-dependent effects on the received waveform. These effects are usually negligible in a narrowband wireless system or addressable as correction factors to a linear relationship. The UWB receiver design approach should be to return to basics and consider frequency-dependent UWB signal distortions [4] . Our work in this paper further justifies this claim of [4] . We find that diffraction distorts the UWB signal significantly and, thus, leads to SNR degradation at a correlator output. This will has considerable impact on the wireless system since the correlation detector is used in almost all the practical wireless systems.
A significance of the work is to confirm the proposed methodology using a seemingly differently numerical approach based on the full-wave MOM. Besides we showed the estimates of the rays, respectively, using the covariance function estimates and the high-order spectrum analysis. Based on these estimates, we showed the results obtained using the seven spectrum analysis approaches including Periodgram, Eigenvector, MUSIC, Pisarenko, ML (Capon), AR, and Minimum-Norm methods.
The work of this paper can also be used to numerically obtain some new diffraction coefficients for a variety shapes if the frequency dependencies and the aspect angle for a scattering center are extracted from an accurate measurement or computer calculation. Further echo signals via diffraction effectively will be a low pass filtered signal. A solution for this problem is to compensate for the diffraction by using a predistortion filter in the transmitter or introducing a filter in the receiver.
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